Innovation Insights
Vending machine masks made
possible by SUTD Startup BEEP!
With the current COVID climate and increased
demand for face masks, BEEP has incorporated its
proprietary tech to enable vending machines to
dispense reusable face masks. While working with
F&N and Warburg Vending, BEEP jumped into the
cause to bring tech to the community.
A lot of coordination is required with F&N, various
government agencies including Temasek, GovTech,
and the Peoples Association to ensure that the
consumer journey is simple and easy to use. BEEP is
currently fine tuning the user experience to mitigate
demand and rush to collect face masks.
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More on their journey here
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Alai
Labs
Next-Gen
Vision-based Solutions for the
connected world
Founded in 2016 by a team of enthusiastic
entrepreneurs, Alai started by designing IoT
solutions for smart homes.
Alai’s team participated in the Lean Launchpad
program in 2019.
With sharpened focus in
developing edge-based cognitive vision systems
with deep learning capabilities, Alai has developed
and deployed a wide range of products and
solutions for smart homes, properties, offices, and
ports.
Alai's cognitive camera-based solution helps to
improve terminal operation productivity by tracking
and reducing unproductive moves of the movable
assets (e.g.: cranes and trucks) inside a container
terminal. The technology has been deployed in
Indonesia & Malaysia ports recently and has
garnering positive reviews!

Find out more!

Alai: Creating data and
bringing intelligence to it

Startup spotlight
Adjusting to the New Normal?
Novacall’s TimeSync is here!
SUTD startup Novocall TimeSync is an intelligent
scheduling software catered to businesses adjusting
to the 'new normal' of remote meetings.
TimeSync does everything you would expect from a
scheduler; it synchronizes to your calendar, allows
for meetings against your working hours, and
notifies you before a virtual (and socially distanced!)
meeting. Users get an easy-to-remember custom
short-link too.
TimeSync also has a unique tech built in to optimize
meeting workflows.
1.
Qualifies users in real-time, meaning you
weed out unqualified requests without needing
further verification.
2.
Integrates
with
Novocall’s
own
call-automation technology, allowing users to enjoy
true meeting automation through phone calls.
TimeSync comes with a comfortable price point
amidst current unprecedented times too.
More details on TimeSync

SUTD
Lean
LaunchPad
Programme (LLP) kicks off with a
virtual bang!
Some 30 participants have successfully embarked
on a 10-week long national programme on 4 May.
LLP is carefully crafted with the main aim of helping
research scientists and engineers turn their
inventive technologies into commercially viable
products and feasible business ventures.
The program is facilitated by track instructor, Lim
Song Joo, a maven in the entrepreneurial ecosystem
and passionate trainer for LLP.

“We are 100% online, and
leveraging on more Video
Bits than lecturing slides to
compensate for the lack of
physical interaction. And
Wow!!! We got the energy
running high despite the
logistical challenges!”- Lim
Song Joo
Key highlights of LLP includes customer
identification and conducting market validation
interviews with potential customers/clients.
"Getting Out of the Building" and ZOOM-ing in on
interviews virtually!

We are social!

Connect with us! Whatever your choice of tipple may
be we might just have something for everyone! We
love to stay connected so come talk to us or reach
out to us in any of the following mediums below.
Do tell us what you would like to see in upcoming
issues too.
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